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story: TV rating average slips HARPER, ME – While the numbers
aren’t growing – or even falling – there is one thing everyone seems to
agree on, which is that the overall ratings are at an all time low.
Market researchers with Nielsen are cautiously optimistic that the
number of people watching network television will rise this year, but
the annual survey of the audience has fallen in the U.S. compared to
last year. In the U.K., the drop is even more precipitous, and we’re
told the figures in the U.K. aren’t comparable to the U.S. numbers.
Jeffrey McCown, the division president of ratings and research for
ABC’s television stations, says that while there has been a significant
decline in the U.S. there are some positives and some people are
starting to tune in – namely the kids. In the U.K., the total audience is
down by more than 4 million viewers. In the U.S., it is estimated there
are about 5 million more people watching television. Americans have
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spent millions of dollars to watch the media in the last year. In the
spring, the record-breaking $71 million spent on television advertising
was spent by advertisers, with $59 million of that by Disney. Last
year, advertisers spent more than $60 million – but this year, figures
point to a drop
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